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Abate, Nicolò dell', 157, 185
Aberdeen, viol players in, 209
a braccio (see playing position)
Africa, North
nabah in, 15, 34
string-playing techniques in, 9, 34
violin in, 77
a gamba (see playing position)
Agricola, Martin, 4, 99–102, 105–107, 109–110
Alberto da Venezia (see Venezia, Alberto da)
Aldeburgh, payments to a wait, 222
Alexander VI (see Borgia, Rodrigo)
Alexander da Milano (see Milano, Alexander da)
Alfonso della Viola (see Viola, Alfonso della)
alman, 212
Altdorfer, Albrecht, 237 n. 11
Ambroso da Milano (see Milano, Ambroso da)
Amiens, viol players in, 199
Andrea di Verona (see Verona, Andrea di)
Antonio Ciciliano (see Ciciliano, Antonio)
Antwerp, viol players in, 156, 211
apprentice viol players, 211
Aragon, Kingdom of, 16–17, 94–95
instruments from, in England, 207
instruments from, in Italy, 82
musicians from, in Italy, 81
nabah in, 15–37
vihuela de mano in, 38–60
Arcadelt, Jacques, 174
arm (see bowing techniques)
Arundel, Earl of, 212
Attaingnant, Pierre, 200–201
Avanzi, Roberto d' (see Mantovano, Ruberto)
back
arched, 137–138
bend in the, 79, 104, 120, 123–124, 132
Baden-Baden Hofkapelle, viol belonging to, 192
Baer, Hans, 101
bugpypes, 101, 213
Banchieri, Adriano, 145, 189
bandora, 221–225, 239 n. 17
Barcelona, Count of, 16
Bardi, Pietro de', 188
Bargrave, Robert, 243–244 n. 41
Barnaby, Thomas, 211
barre (see fingering techniques)
barring (see also bass-bar), 79, 118–119, 123, 127
Bartoli, Cosimo, 127
Bassani, Orazio, 178, 242 n. 8
Bassano, Giovanni, 178, 188
bass-bar, 119
basse danse, 174
bastarda (see viola bastarda)
Battista Ciciliano (see Ciciliano, Battista)
belly
arched, 73, 119, 125, 127, 131
bent, 125, 127, 131
carved, 125, 131, 138
with carved 'spine', 119, 138
digged out of a plank, 138
flat, 73, 76, 118–119
ornaments on, 52–53, 71, 73
parchment (or skin), 20–21
thick, 119, 138
Berrenuto, Giovanni di, 14
Bermudo, Juan, 53
Berne, viol players in, 199
Bevilacqua, Count Mario, 189
Bibbiena, Cardinal, 189, 199
bíebra (see duo)
binche, viol players in, 199
binche, 16
blocks (attached to ribs), 125
Bonizzi, Vincenzo, 178–179
Borassá, Luis, 17, 19
Borgia, Alonso, 80
Borgia, Cesare, 86, 196
Borgia, Lucrezia, 87, 89
Borgia, Rodrigo, 81–82, 86–87
bow
for choral playing, 163
method of removing grease from, 106
resin (colophony) for, 106
bowing techniques (see also notation)
arm, use of, 161
bow-stroke, direction of, 106, 162–163
fingers, use of, 32, 161
overhand grip, 9, 37
palm, position of, 75
reverse (or back-to-front) method, 237 n. 10
stirring, 162, 189
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bowing techniques
tone production, general, 168–169
tremolando, 168
underhand grip, 9, 32, 74–75, 77, 161–164
wrist, use of, 75, 162
Brandenburg Hochkappele, viola belonging to, 193
branle, 212
Brederems, Henry, 196
Brevisio, Antonio, 139
Breteron, Richard, 211
Breteron, Sir William, 211
Brescia, Giovan Maria da, 138
Brescia, violi made in, 94, 138, 192
Brewer, Bartram (see Brouart, Bertrand)
Bridgewell Hospital, viol maker at, 223–224
bridge (arched)
for choral playing, 163
described by Tinsctoris, 78
of the early German viol, 101
of the early Italian viol, 82, 97, 118–121, 125
low position of, 72, 202
of the reháib, 21
of the vihuela de arco, 71, 74, 76, 97
bridge (flat)
of the reháib, 21
of the vihuela de arco, 71, 72, 77, 97, 118–119
Bristol, apprentice viol players in, 211
Brossard, Sebastian, 199
Brouart, Bertrand, 196, 206
Browne, Thomas, 208
Bruge, players of the ‘viola cum arculo’ in, 78
Brunner, Barbara, 101
Brusasori, Domenico, 156, 183, 185
Burghauschen, viol made in, 192
Burgkmair, Hans, 101
button, for attachment of reháib strings, 21, 34
Buus, Jacques, 187
Buza, Giovan Nicola, 155, 168
Byrd, William, 220, 226, 248 n. 96
Byrne, Nicholas, 247 n. 78
Calixtus III (see Borgia, Alonso)
Cambridge, double-bass viol from, 204
Cambridge (Trinity College), payment for viol, 227
Canger, Melchior, 214
Canis, Franciscus, 197
canzona, 187
Cappello, Bianca, 194
Cassale Monteferrato
request for viol from, 94
viole owned by musician from, 184
cases of viols (see chests of viols)
Castiglione, Baldassare, 7, 87, 182
Castille
reháib in, 19
vihuela de arco in, 53, 71, 80
Catalans
inventors of gittern, 32
in Italy, 81
Catalonia
gittern in, 32, 37
reháib in, 17
Tintorri visits, 78
Catherine of Aragon, 207
Cavendish, William, 227
Celleur, Jacques, 203
Ceretto, Scipione, 144, 181, 189
Cervantes, Miguel de, 16, 32–33
Cesi, Bartolomeo, 133
Chalon, Sir Thomas, 211
Chamberlain, Thomas, 211
chanson, 97–98, 114–116, 174, 179, 199, 201
Chapel Royal (see choir-schools)
Chérel V
employs a viol consort, 197
lears the viol, 196
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 16
Chester, ‘violens’ played by waiters, 222
chests (cases, sets) of viols
in Germany, 192–195
in Italy, 82, 94, 183–184, 189, 243 n. 39
in Spain, 197–198
children viol players (see also choir-schools), 196, 199, 227
choir-schools, viol playing in, 205, 212–221, 226–227
Chapel Royal (England), 208, 213, 217–218
Chapel Royal (Scotland), 209
Chapel Royal (Spain), 198, 214
Ely, 216–218
Exeter, 247–248 n. 78
Lincoln, 216
Newark, 216
Peterborough, 247 n. 78
St George’s Windsor, 217
St Omer, 216
St Paul’s, 213–218, 221
Westminster, 213–214, 216–218
ch-holes (see soundholes)
Christine of Lorraine, 178
Cicilian, Antonio, 172–176, 180–181
Cicilian, Battista, 127–131, 138, 155, 238–239 n. 9
citole, 233
cittern, 221–222
Clarke, of London, viol consort employed by, 214
clavichord, 183
Cliffe, Edward, 223
Cochrane, Patrik, 210
Collumbel, Jakob, 209
colophony (see bow)
Combe, George, 208
c consort (see viol)
consort anthem, 220–221, 226
consort song, 218–221, 226
cornet, 220–221, 226
cornetto, 183, 212, 216, 221, 247 n. 78
cornettino, 211
Coryat, Thomas, 195
Costa, Lorenzo, 180
Costa, Lorenzo, 87, 119, 121, 136, 186
Cremona, Joan Maria da, 155, 208, 222
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Cristiani, 19
Crous, Barthelémy de la, 198
Curraunt (English musician), 215–216
dalla Casa, Girolamo, 178
Dekker, Thomas, 216, 220
della Viola, Alfonso (see Viola, Alfonso della)
della Viola, Orazio (see Bassani, Orazio)
Denis, Claude, 204
Dentice, Luigi, 128
diminutions (see ornamentation)
Dide, Henry, 219
divisions (see ornamentation)
division viol, 181
Doni, Anton Francesco, 155, 168, 182
double-bass viol (see viol, sizes of)
double-stopping (see fingering techniques)
Dow, Jakkis, 205
Dow, Johnnie, 209
Dow, Morris, 209
Drake, Sir Francis, 222–223
drone playing
on tabl, 33–34, 57
on vihuela de arco, 77–79, 97
Drewry, William, 211
drum, 81, 213, 221–222
Dufay, Guillaume, 15
dumb show, 221
duo
viol, 111–113, 174, 186–187
viol-keyboard, 173–177
viol-lute, 111–113
Ebert, Hainrich, 73, 125–127
Edinburgh, viol players in, 210
Edward VI, 215, 217
Edwardes, Richard, 219
Eleanor of Aragon, 87
Eleanor of Toledo, 180
Elizabeth I, 212, 215, 217
Ely (see choir-schools)
Encina, Juan del, 34
England, viol playing in, 206–227
Essex, Earl of, 210
Este, Alfonso d’, 87, 89, 94, 182
Este, Ercole d’, 87, 196
Este, Ercole II d’, 184, 188
Este, Ippolito d’, 92
Este, Ippolito II d’, 184
Este, Isabella d’, 87, 96, 194–195, 210, 196, 184
Eugenius IV, 94
exercise, 170–171
Exeter (see choir-schools)
Exeter, Marquis of, 210
fantasia, 173, 187
al-Parabi, 32
Feldie, Alexander, 209
Feldie, John, 209–210
Felcini, Lodovico, 183
Ferdinand I, 178
Ferretinand, Archduke, viol belonging to, 193
Ferrabosco, Alfonso I, 217
Ferrara, Alfonso da (see Viola, Alfonso della)
Ferrara
double-bass viol at, 194
early introduction of viol to, 87, 89, 92
five-shaped viols at, 136
viol consort at, 184, 214 n. 20
Fethy, Sir John, 209
fiddle (see also violin)
as ancestor of viol, 53, 75
with corners, 42–44
figure-of-eight, 12–13
medieval, 5, 7, 10, 21, 207
non-waisted, 12
plucked, 38, 60
spike, 10
Tintorius on, 70–73
waisted, 9–13
fingerboard, 71, 101, 118, 120
arched, 185
decorated, 130
with shaped end, 125
thick, 125
fingering techniques (see also notation)
ham, 143, 155, 165–167
double-stopping, 166–167
extended position, 153, 165, 167
first position, 109, 164, 169
half position, 106, 165, 167, 241 n. 13
high positions, 106, 108–109, 155, 164–165, 167–
169, 201
vibrato, 168
Fitzon, Francis, 249 n. 154
Fitzalan, Henry (see Arundel, Earl of)
Florence, viol playing in, 185–186, 193–194
flute, 185–186, 188, 191, 199–200, 212, 243 n. 24
Folengo, Teodulo, 96
fue, 174
Franz, Martin le, 16
France, viol playing in, 196–205
Francesco da Milano (see Milano, Francesco da)
Francesco da Venezia (see Venezia, Francesco da)
Francia, Francesco, 87
Francis I, 198, 207
Francs II, 199
Fregoso, Federico, 182
frets, 20, 60, 72, 96, 101, 106
number of, 72, 107
position of (determined by dividers), 106, 151–153
Fritz of Nuremberg, 133
front (see belly)
frrotola, 97
Fugger, Raymund, viols belonging to, 192
Fyn, Johnnie, 210
Gabbianeta, Alessandro, 184
Galilei, Vincenzo, 4, 95
galliard, 212, 220
Galyardello, Mark Anthony, 208
Ganausi, Silvestre di (see also notation)
bibliography, 141
importance, 156
influence of Regola Rubertina, 181, 183
on aesthetics of viol playing, 167–169, 189
Ganassi, Silvestro di
on bowing, 161–164, 168
on contemporary viol players, 128, 141, 155, 187
on fingering, 143, 153, 164–169
on origins of viol, 1
on playing position, 37, 76, 156–157
on string nomenclature, 149
on temperament, 151–153
on transposition, 142–143, 150, 165–167, 238
on tuning, 109, 141–145, 159–151, 153–154
exercise for solo viol, 145, 170
madrigal for voice and solo viol, 163–164, 180,
ricercars for solo viol, 144, 171–173
woodcut in Fontegara
woodcuts in Regola Robertina, 148–149, 151, 156,
156, 161, 165
Gascoigne, George, 221
Gasparo da Salò (see Salò, Gasparo da)
Geiges (see viol, terminology of)
Gerle, Hans
on fingering, 106
on playing position, 105–106
on temperament, 106–107, 151
on tuning, 109–110, 145
on viol maintenance, 106
on viol tablature, 107–110
transcriptions for rebec consort, 37
transcriptions for viol consort, 114–116
woodcut of viol, 101
Germany, viol playing in, 99–117, 191–195
Gervaise, Claude, 199–200
Giacobbi, Girolamo, 190
Gibbons, Orlando, 226
Gil Polo, Gaspar, 32–33
Gioan Maria da Brescia (see Brescia, Gioan Maria da)
Giovanacapo Buzzino (see Buzzino, Giovanni-
acapo)
Giovanni Giacopo della Corna (see Corna, Gio-
vanni Giacopo dalla)
gittern 32, 37, 39, 77–78
‘gitteron’ (see viol, terminology of)
Giustiniani, Vincenzo, 190
Goldsmiths, Company of, viol consort employed by,
213–215
Gombert, Nicholas, 150, 201
Gonzaga, Ercole, 188
Gonzaga, Federigo, 184
Gonzaga, Francesco, 95
Gonzaga, Piero, 94, 182
gourd resonators, 12
Gray’s Inn (see Inns of Court)
Graz Hofkapelle, viols belonging to, 192–193
Grimaldi, Cardinal, 82, 95
Grocers, Company of, viol consort employed by,
213
gras Gigen (see viol, terminology of)
Griewald, Mathias, 73, 101
Guinet, Roland, 199
Guitar
as ancestor of viol, 1, 3, 75–76
viols shaped like, 198
Hakluyt, Richard, 223
Haleizgua (nhab player), 19
harp, 33, 39, 77, 184, 212
harpsichord (see also virginals), 183, 188, 200
Harrys, Thomas, 210
Hawkins, Sir John, 100
Henry II, of France, 199
Henry VII, 206
Henry VIII, viol players employed by (see also
choir-schools), 155, 196, 206–209
Herman, Johannes, 197
Herman, Thomas, 197
Hertford Earl of, 208, 210
Higheorne, Hans, 207–208
Hil, Thomas, 244 n. 41
Hoftmayer, Paul, 114
Hog, Williame, 209
Holbein, Hans, 295
Holinshed, John, 213
Hooper, Edmund, 216
Hossacnet, Hans, 203, 209
Howard, Thomas (see Norfolk, Duke of)
Hudson, James, 210
Hudson, Robert, 210
Hudson, Thomas, the elder, 210
Hudson, Thomas, the younger, 210
Hudson, William, 210
Hume, Richard, 209, 223
Ibn Khaldûn, 19–20
iconography, as a research tool, 5–7, 27–31, 74–75,
133–135
improvisation (see also drone playing, ornamenta-
tion), 173–174
Inner Temple, 221
‘In nomine’, 217–218, 221, 226
Inns of Court, Gray’s Inn, 221, 227
interlude, 215, 219–220
intempero, 7, 137, 178, 180–181, 184–185, 199
inventories of instruments, viols in
(this list excludes very small collections and ref-
ences to viols in the wills of minor individuals
with no institutional affiliation)
Ferrara (1511), 97, 235 n. 26
Ippolito d’Este (1500), 92
Exeter (1538), 210
Santa Cruz (1539), 197
Verona (1543), 183
Verona (1549), 183
Henry VIII (1547), 206, 208
Mary of Hungary (1559), 197
Verona (1562), 183
Fugger (1566), 192
Verona (1696), 183
Kassel (1573), 192
Nuremberg (1575), 192
Graz (1577), 192
Leicester (1580), 212
Baden-Baden (1582), 192
Brandenburg (1582), 193
Westcord (1582), 216
Leicester (1589), 212
Stuttgard (1596), 193
Graz (1599), 193
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Bevalacqua (1593), 189
Newark (1593), 216
Innsbruck (1596), 193
Nonesuch (1596), 193
Lord Admiral's Men (1596), 222
Philip II (1600), 198
Kassel (1619), 193
d'Este (1625), 243 n. 59
Ioanbattista Ciciliano (see Ciciliano, Battista)
Ireland, viol player from, 210
IJuliano Tiburtino (see Tiburtino, Iuliano)

Jambe de Fer, Philibert
- on fingering, 201
- on playing position, 157, 161
- on social status of viol and violin, 117, 200
- on tuning, 200–201
- woodcut of a viol, 203

James I, of Aragon, 16
James I, of England, 210, 216, 222
Jaye, Henry, 249 n. 116
Jeffre, Thomas, 211
Jeffere, John, 219
Jerome of Moravia, 16, 21, 27, 31
Jews (see also Judeo), 155, 246 n. 15
Jhan, Maistre, 188
Joan Maria da Cremona (see Cremona, Joan Maria da)
Joanna of Austria, 178, 181
Jonson, Ben, 222
Judcnkung, Hans, 99, 101, 111–113, 115
- music for viol, 111–113
- woodcut of viol, 101, 105
Judeo, Zoanne Maria, 155, 184

Kassel Hofkapelle, viols belonging to, 192–193
Kemp, Will, 222
Kenilworth, viols at, 212
Kenningball, viols at, 211
Kent, Thomas, 208
kithara, 1
- 'klein Geigen' (see violon)
Kyton, Sir Thomas, 211

Lanfranco, Giovanni Maria
- on viol makers, 138
- on viol tunings, 140–141, 151, 185
Lasagnino, Lodovico, 155
Lassus, Orlando di, 187
Lasuane, viol players from, 199
Lefèvre, Jean, 16
Leicester, Earl of, 212
Leo X, 155
Licinio, Agostino, 187
LinaoI, Francesco, 73, 123–126, 132
Linaru, Ventura, 124, 139
Lincoln (see choir-schools)
- lira da braccio

accompanying recitations, 79, 97, 119, 235 n. 10, 242 n. 11
- lira-shaped viols, 120, 136–137
- problems of terminology, 3, 7
- similarity of viol 10, 111
- viol music in the style of, 163, 170, 175–181
- lute, 181
- Lockey, Richard, 225
- London, viol playing in (see choir-schools, Clarke, Goldsmiths, Grocers, Inner Temple, Inns of Court, Merchant Taylors)
- Longueville, Duke of, 159
- Louise of Lorraine, 204
- Low Countries, viol playing in, 156–205
- Lucca, viol players in, 243 n. 95, 246 n. 33
- lute
  - bowed, 60
  - duets and consorts with viols, 96, 11t–113, 184–185
  - trat de la pagrana, 92, 94, 120
  - mixed ensembles with, 183–184, 188, 212
  - played by women, 32
  - playing position adopted by viol players, 74, 157
  - price of, 212
  - problems of terminology, 7
  - strings for, 210
- Tintorius describes, 38–39
- Lydgate, John, 16
- Lyons
  - viols played in, 199
  - viol maker from, 201
- lyra viol, 181
- 'lyris maioribus' (see viol, terminology of)
- Mabbe, James, 77
- Mace, Thomas, 72
- Machaut, Guillaume de, 16
- Machyn, Henry, 215–214
- madrigal, 165–164, 174–177, 179–180, 188, 243 n. 20
- Maffei, Giovanni Camillo, 168
- Malvicino, Marchese, 182
- mandora, 233
- al-Mansur, 32
- Mantuano, Rubertino, 141, 155
- Mantua, viol players in, 92, 94
- Mareschall, Samuel, 170, 199–201
- Margaret of Austria, 156–198
- Marinati, Aurelio, 144
- marine trumpet, 101
- Marseilles, school of viol players at, 198
- Mary of Hungary, viols belonging to, 197–198
- Mary Queen of Scots, 210
- Mary Tudor, 213, 215, 217
- Massy, Francis, 157
- Matteo Romano (see Romano, Matteo)
- Maximilian I, 99, 101
- Meares, Richard, 249
- Medici, Catherine de', 199
- Medici, Francesco de', 178, 181, 185
- Medici, Cardinal Ippolito de', 128
- medieval viol (see also fiddle), 3, 9–14
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Medina Sidonia, Duke of, 155
Mediterranean area, origins of viol in, 80, 100, 196, 207
Merchant Taylors, company of, viol consort employed by, 213
Mersenne, Marin, 144, 181, 199, 203
Messager, Yves, 204
Milán, Luis, 53
Milano, Alexander da, 155, 208
Milano, Ambroso da, 155, 208
Milano, Francesco da, 155, 184
Milano, Romano da, 155, 208
Minsheu, John, 15, 209
Modernes, Jacques, 200
Monte, Philippe de, 188
Montefeltro, Guidobaldo da, 86
Montemayor, Jorge de, 16, 32–33
Monteverdi, Claudio, 195
Montichiaro, Zanetto di, 138
Moorish nāhāb (see nābāb)
Moors, 10, 15–17, 19, 32, 34, 37, 49–77
More, Sir Thomas, 205
mosca, 156
Morley, Thomas, 187
Moroccan nābāb (see nābāb)
motet, 116, 174, 188–189, 192, 201
Mudd, Henry, 217
Mudd, Thomas, 217
Mundy, William, 217
Munich University library, 4° cod., ms 718 (violin tablature), 99, 108–109, 117–118, 142, 145
muse, 166, 206
musica ficta, 115, 142

Naples
origins of viol in, 4
Spanish instruments in, 95
nambu played in, 78
viol players from, 82

Nasco, Giovanni (Jan), 183, 188

neck
angle of, 70–71, 125, 202
long, 41, 52, 68–72, 119, 127, 234 n. 9
patterned, 52–53
short, 70
thick, 125

Newark (see choir-schools)
Nonesuch, viol at, 193
Norfolk, Duke of, 217
Northumberland, Earl of, 211
Norwich, waits of, 222
notation (see also tablature)
of bowing, 162
of fingering, 164
Notero, Esteban de, 197, 249 n. 113

Orazio (Titian’s son), 128, 156
Orbus, Charles, 78
Orbus, Jean, 78
organ, 183, 221
orphanio, 239 n. 17

Oriza, Diego
on aesthetics of viol playing, 188–189
on bowing, 162–163, 189
on improvisation, 173–174
ricercars for solo viol, 172–173
settings of Italian ‘tenor’, 174–175
settings of ‘La Spagna’, 174
settings of vocal polyphony, 174–177
Oriveto, stradivari depicted in, 86
Osuna, Rodrigo, 52–53, 61
overhand (see bowing techniques)

Padua, viol players in, 183, 243 n. 24
Paget, Sir William, 211
Palermo, viol players from, 82, 95
Palavicino, Gaspar, 182
palm, position of (see bowing techniques)
Palsgrave, John, 16
Papal States, early introduction of viol in, 81–82
Parmiggiano, 156, 241 n. 8
Parsons, Robert, 217
passamezzo antico, 174
passamezzo moderno, 174
Pathie, Roger, 197
pavan, 212
Pavia, Lorenzo da, 87, 92, 94
Payen, Gaspar, 197
Peacham, Henry, 206
Pecorina, Polizena, 183
Pedley, George, 217
Peers, John, 212
pegbox (see also scroll),
carved (with a head), 21, 72, 121
disc-shaped (circular), 36, 42–43
reverse, 20–21, 39, 43, 72, 121
sickle-shaped, 21, 104, 121
S-shaped, 124, 133
pegs
inserted from rear, 53
key-shaped, 123
lateral, 72

Pembroke, Lord, 215
Pembroke, viol players in, 209
Peruzzi, Baldassare, 82, 97, 119
Peterborough (see choir-schools)
Petre, Catherine, 215
Petre, John, 215
Petre, Thomasine, 213, 215
Petre, Sir William, 211, 215
Philip II, 197, 214
Philip the Good, 3
Philip the Handsome, 196, 206
Phillipp, John, 219
Phillips, Augustine, 222
Piazza, Galisto, 241 n. 8
Picforth, 217
Pinturicchio, 82
Piombo, Sebastiano del, 241 n. 4
pipe, 207
Pissano, 87
playing position
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song (see also consort song)
  accompanied by gittern, 32, 37
  accompanied by rebèl, 33–34, 37
  accompanied by viol, 179–180
  accompanied by viol and lute, 111
  played on 'viole cum arculō', 78
  soundboard (see belly)
soundholes (see also rosete), 21, 52, 72–73, 119
c-holes, 72–73, 101, 131, 138, 225
spagnola (see vīhuela de mano)
Spararo, Giovanni, 184
Striggio, Alessandro, 186
stringholder (see bridge, flat)
strings
  'bressell' (strings for viol), 210
  'calettin' (strings for viols), 211
  changing strings to alter pitch, 190
  kept in a box, 184
  length of, 72
  'menckyn' (strings for lute), 210
  method of testing quality, 151–152
  nomenclature of, in Germany, 107
  nomenclature of, in Italy, 140
  replacement of, 106
  thick, 202
Stroger, Nicholas, 219
Strozzi, Ruberto, 141
Stuttgart Hofkapelle, viols belonging to, 193
tablature (for viol)
  French, 199
  German, 107–117
  Italian, 141–143
table, for use in viol playing, 183, 185
tabour, 207
tailpiece, 21, 71, 101, 120
Talmy, Adrien, 199
'tambourin', 197
tambour, 78
temperament, 106, 151–153
Tenorlieder, 114–115
Terro, Guillaume, 196, 206
Testagrossa, Giovanni Angelis, 184
textless polyphony (see also 'In nomine'), 216–218
Tiburtino, Giuliano, 155, 187
Tieffenbrucker, Gaspar, 198, 201
Ticcittis, Johannes
  on bowed viola, 78–79, 96
  on gittern, 92, 97
  on lute, 98–99
  on plucked viola, 98–99, 95–96
Titian, 129, 132
transposition, 109–110, 142–143, 145, 150–151, 165
trempio indico (see bowing techniques)
Trevisano, Massimiliano, 191.
trombone (sackbut), 183, 188, 190, 207, 247 n. 78
trumpet, 81, 221–223
Tye, Christopher, 217
underhand (see bowing techniques)
Unton, Sir Henry, 227

Urbino, early introduction of viols to, 86–87, 185
Valencia, 80
  rebèl in, 17–19, 21, 27
vīhuela de mano in, 44, 49, 52–53
Valencian viol (see vīhuela de arcos)
Vatican, viols played in, 184
Venetian viol, 118, 123–135
Venezia, Alberto da, 155, 208
Venezia, Francesco da, 208
Venezia, Vincenzo da, 155, 208
Verona, Accademica Filarmonica, viol playing in, 183–184, 188–189
Verona, Andrea di, 96
Veronese, Paolo, 76, 133, 157
vibrato (see playing techniques)
Vigevano, viol players at, 81
  music for, 76–79
  playing techniques of, 74–76
  shape of, 68–71
  stringing of, 71–72
  structure of, 72–74
  terminology of: spagnola, 92, 94–95; vīhuela de peilellola, 92; violā, 95, 96; 'viola a la napoletana', 95; 'viola a la spagnola', 93, 94–95, 100; vīhuela de mano, 92; 'viola sine arculō', 78, 96;
  'viola spagnola', 92, 94–95; 'violonj alla napoletana', 236 n. 46
Vincenzo da Venezia (see Venezia, Vincenzo da)
viol (see also division viol, lyra viol, Venetian viol; vīhuela de arcuī; viola bastarda)
viol consorts (see also chests of viols; inventories)
  of bass viola, 185–186
  depictions of, 157–160, 183, 185, 202, 204, 224, 227
  low (tenor, bass, large bass), 104, 108–110, 116, 131, 144–145, 147, 149–150, 185–186
viol, construction of (see back; barring; bass-bar; belly; block; bridge; fingerboard; frets; neck; pegbox; pegs; purfling; ribs; rose; scroll; shoulders; soundholes; strings; tailpiece; waists)
viol, division (see division viol)
viol, lyra (see lyra viol)
viol makers (see Bresan; Brescia; Ciciliano; Corna; Denis; Ebert; Fritz; Hume; Jaye; Linaroli; Meares; Mesagner; Montichiaro; Pavia; Rose; Salò; Vogel; Vohar)
viol, medieval (see medieval viol)
viol, music for (see alman; base denser; branle; canzone; chanson; consort anthem; consort song; duo; exercise; fantasia; folla; frotola; galliard; ‘In nomine’; madrigal; mass; motet; passamezzo; pavane; polyhedral; psalm; recitative; riercerar; romanessa; song; Tenorlieder; textless polyphony)
viol, sizes of
  treble, 96, 155, 163, 186–187, 211, 222; by Gislan
Index

Maria, 136, 138; music for, 173-174, 176-177; rarity, 104, 151

tenor: by Antonio Ciciliano, 127, 150; by Francesco Linarol, 123-125; by Hainrich Ebert, 125-127; horizontal playing position of, 157; music for, 115

bass, 101, 211, 222; by Antonio Ciciliano, 130; by Battista Ciciliano, 130-131; music for, 174-180; large bass (violone), 202; by Antonio Ciciliano, 130

double-bass, 157, 194-195, 204, 237 n. 12

viol, techniques of playing (see bowing techniques; fingering techniques; playing position)

viol, terminology of (all references given in the plural)


German: Geigen (Geigen), 99, 111, 192-193; gross (grosse) Geigen, 99-101, 104; grossen welschen Geigen, 4, 100; ‘violen’, 192; ‘vylens’, 199


Latin: ‘lyrus maioribus’, 201


viol, tunings of (see also temperament)

French, 200-201

German, 108-111

Italian, 140-145, 230-240 n. 2

Viola, Alfonso della, 140-143, 155, 184

viola bastard’, 170, 178-179

viol (see also fiddle)

descendent of medieval fiddle, 44

influence on viol, 8, 137-138, 202-204, 249 n. 119

popularity in Italy, 228

Munich ensemble of, 191-192

in North Africa, 77

played in choir-schools, 216

played by waiters, 222

social status of, 200


Virdung, Sebastian, 99-101

virginals (see also harpsichord), 210, 212

Viti, Timoteo, 87

Vogel, Hans, 193, 239 n. 17

Vohar, Hans, 231, 239 n. 16

waists

with corners, 3-3, 39, 42-44, 52, 60, 70

grosso Geigen, 100

large, 69-70, 75, 120

with pointed corners, 125, 131, 137, 203-204, 249 n. 119

small, 69-70, 75, 120

smooth (guitar-shaped), 49, 52-53, 71, 75, 138

of Venetian viol, 125, 132-133

waits

of Aldeburgh, 222

of Chester, 222

of London, 214, 216, 218, 222

of Norwich, 222

Wallop, 211

Weimar Hofkapelle, 100, 243 n. 25

Wildre, Matthew de (see Wildre)

Wells, William, 21

‘welschen Geigen’ (see viol, terminology of)

Wetszel, Jorg, 111-112, 237 n. 20, 238 n. 22

Westcote, Sebastian, 213, 216

Westminster (see choir-schools)

White, Robert, 217

Whytebrook, William, 217

Wildre, Mathew, 199, 206-207

Willaert, Adriano, 184, 187

William of Bavaria, 191

Windsor, St George’s Chapel (see choir-schools)

Winter, John, 223

Wolsey, Cardinal, 207
Index

wrist (see bowing techniques) Zacchia, 137, 156
Wulff, 208 Zacconi, Lodovico, 189
xylophone, 101 Zanpoia, 33
Yong, Bartholomew, 33 Zanetto di Montichiaro (see Montichiaro, Zanetto di)
Zoanne Maria Judeo (see Judeo, Zoanne Maria)